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Host:

Marietta Robert

Meditation:

Angelsu

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

5th June Thurs – Still in wave of Muluc, a period of purification; 9 CABAN - the earth & access to
planetary resonance; 9 is activation & completion of greater cycles
6th Fri – 10 ETZNAB – portal day; Etznab being a cutting tool and a mirror; 10 is manifestation ; cutting
off what must be released; recognizing our Divine self
7th Sat – 11 CAUAC – the storm; 11 is what no longer serves us
8th Sun – 12 AHAU – ascending to Christ consciousness; we do it with the 12
9th Mon – 13 IMIX – 13 is the last tone in this wave, so we are transcending the wave of Muluc, the
purificaiton on – we are transforming into new beginnings.
10th Tues – 1 IK another portal day; a 2nd wave that begins on a portal day in IK, the wind, A period of time
to listen to ancestors and spirit guides; as we speak through our guidance we speak through IK
11th Wed - 2 AKBAL – Akbal is the night and working with the unseen and working with duality is the # 2
12h Thurs - 3 KAN - kan is the seed, 3 is activating that seed with new ideas & projects.
No Annie Rose today
HARD NEWS:
R: talked to 3 wild characters: the entire story getting hotter and hotter – all goes back to 9-1-1
• When Alan Greenspan did not do what he was supposed to do: announce NESARA
• Now we have Beau – gazi - what is going on is high treason and misdeamours of the worst kind
• We have 64 good members on Congress who have not taken a title of nobility
• Rama received a PDF file from the 1800s and it describes the missing 13th amendment - the folks
holding titles of nobility swear allegiance to the lizared queen, the hologram, called QE II
KOS, Eric Bollard of Media Matters.org; Glen Greenwald – David Brock was the main person on Media
matters; he is now in a witness protection program in an undisclosed location because he said
something about the Bush/Clintons that they did not like and they want him killed.
• These 3 spoke of what Beau Bergdahl saw in Afghanistan
• There are over 2.5 million dead US soldiers there combining Irawq & Afghanistan

• It all has to do with the 9-1-1 and the fake story about Bin Laden – it was all done by the
criminals in the US still sitting in office
• Eric & KOS also said to remember Michael Hastings, rolling Stone reporter, who was taken out by Black
Ops set up by Gen Petresus and Gen Stanley Mc Crystal; Hastings wrote about McCrystal's
crimes & corruption in his book; the two generals got together to cause MH to be removed. The
brakes were cut and his car blew up – rigged from a distance. The engine was thrown from the car
before the car hit the tree!
• Beau Bergdahl wanted to help the people, he also wanted to join the French Foreign Legion and was
turned down, so he joined the US military
• Michael Hastings also wrote about Beau & what he'd seen: US soldiers put through Afghani stargates
and being killed: the army was using the soldiers as guinea pigs to find out how they could get
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through a stargate and not get dead as a result – just like they did to scientists in Iraq
KOS, Eric, Glen: you will never hear this from anyone else – this story gets no coverage because it is
about stargates, such a controversial issue as it directly relates to the ziggaurats in Baghdad and
other areas around the planet which have pyramids
KOS: over 5 million Iraqis dead, over 3 million Afghanis dead; Beau left for all the right reasons, including
living to tell his story like Snowden and Assange
MR: how do you get through a stargate?
T: Stargates are sentient: if you have mal intent and want to use them for something other than the highest
intent; you do not get through; working with a stargate is working with the Ashtar Command &
guidance. It is working with the 12 strands and love: anger and hate do not work
R: As in the TV Show, Star Gate, they are actual portals that go through the Universe of Nebadon and the
Milky Way Galaxy – there are literally millions of entrances and exists in the cosmos
T: the army/13 families are forcing the issue because they want to get off of Earth: if they can get through,
can stay in a body – On Monday, the 9th, will be 14th weeks since the entire global market collapsed
The market went up 99 points today – but it is really irrelevant
• Nothing like this every reaches the people.
• Japan's Dai-ichi Life Insurance company, HQ in Tokyo, bought an insurance co in Alabama, now merged
with the Japanese co; the AL one is now worth $45 Billion; the people will still have their insurance
but as it is now owned by a Japanese CEO, it takes all the money out of the US
economy!
• Yet this is not real money - they think they can live in a house in a gated community and don't
need gov't and hire what they need – it doesn't work that way.
KOS: Obama knows what he has to do – and that is call a new Nuremberg Tribunal
R: the old Nuremberg Tribunal led to Operation Paperclip and nazis in al the alphabet agencies etc
T: Barack is walking among lizards while he is in Europe at the moment; no stone will be left unturned; he
has extremely high integrity – difficult to perceive that the system has no power except that which
we give it out of fear
• To walk the line where you know that law exists: as when he said that he stands behind his
decision to bring Beau home
• They are freaked out because Beau saw things, including the killing of people [eg, in stargates]
• He watched a young Afghani child get run over by a US military truck with no looking
back - done on purpose
• Thom H is gunshy yet one of the things on the litany of laws is that Barack Obama's
father is Malcolm X – WHICH IS TRUE!
CL: Where do you come up with Malcolm X is his father?
T: when things got heavy in Harlem, Malcolm X knew he was not long for this world – same as MLK knew
that he would be gone soon: same circumstances: it was a black op of Cointel Pro/ CIA / moles
– the killers of both men worked with the same group.
• T lived in Hawaii and knew people who knew Obama's mother who was a Sufi; Tara as a sufi, learned
this on the inside; his mother told the group that it was arranged; Malcolm X's wife knew of it and
approved because they wanted an heir to carryi on his work. [What is not said is that Malcolm X
had only daughters]
Barack's mother was not married: the inserts from the Black Ops and the Nazi Collaborators This has been a nazi 4th Reich since the beginning except it changed from being a hot war to an
economic war
R: KOS said succinctly – this is an episode out of the Avengers: Hitler wanted the ET technology – he
was obsessed with getting the tesserach, the arc of the covenant , the Sword of Destiny and ?? all of these stories deal with legends and mysteries that are convoluted because we have never
been told the truth about how intimate the ET presence was directly tied in with Hitler, the Thule
Society and the United States.
• the young people of the 60s, having a good time, studying with ascended masters from the far
east then present in the west, seeing what was possible as against seeing the absolute horrors of
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what was probable from the 4th reichers who were far ahead of the lightworkers, many of whom
were getting high on dope and acid and not seeing what was in store for them
T knew the seriousness of what was happening in the 60s, people celebrating thinking they had won,
talks of revising the information regarding NESARA and about the work left to do
Obama as 9th member of the Sirian Council of Nine – he is the only president in history who is in the 38th
level above the president AND the president; he is the only president in hissteory a new economy
and the new Declaration of Independedn called the NESARA LAW
The minute you are part of a project from above the 38th level you ARE in the 38th level: Barack went and
Andrew Basiago; Eisenhauer's granddaughter refused to go – what he knows is classified; he also
knows RanaMu, #15, Ashtar, and all the rest – it is a galactic story – refers to the over arching story
He knew he would be working for this since the time he was 18; he was 18 in 1979 on october 1 st & this
all started for real in October, 1979 - the light against the dark began then, and he has been
prepared since that time.
• All the failed experiments of people crossed with pigs, with horses, with lizards, whatever – all the
failed experiments were dumped on Mars
A movie called "The Island of Dr Moreau" – about animal/human hybrids, about the 13 families who
have wanted to receive the 12 strands of DNA but want to go around Mother so they don't have to
accept love.

CL: we have Mother who is a lioness and part human and others – how does this work?
T: There is a huge difference between a genetic modification of a human with an animial of this nature in
the 3D level, and Mother who is from the 100th dimension and is a goddess.
CL: hard to grasp it all
T: the galactics that we all are, when we started this, we thought it would be a cake walk; We found out it
was not, and a lot of us were so terrified from what we saw at the beginning, the karma built up and
we were cosmic slaves, then were genetically modified by the Annunake and programmed into
believing that our slave holders were gods;
• Madam Blavatsky spent 50 years dealing with banksters of the 13 familes, the royals of Europe
and channeled the masters who said you'd best get your shit together: if you think the others are
not as good as you and don't deserve anything –
brings up Morgan Freeman and the series "through the Wormhole: [he's a Faction 3 White Knight]
We have the issue: Madam B was talking about greed, money etc over Divine galactic government
• The Declaration and the Consitution in their original form are spiritual documents which is Why St
Germain said you are going to sign this!
• Thom Hartman, Sam Seder, Stephanie Miller tell the story: George Washington at Valley Forge:
when things were getting hopeless, everyone suffering from frost bite, a bunch of green men
showed up – the green beings were actually Arcturians who showed up and told him how to cross
the Potomoc and save the day and his his men.
• How do you talk about this to Joe the Plumber, Dave the Carpenter, John McCain - these things
are documented but are classified.
• To learn more about BO being son of malcolm X , watch a video by Dr Richard Hoagland The

Hyperdimensional Election of Barack Obama – this is a good document to go with NESARA law
• What is in the current constituion and the 13th amendment IS NOT THE TRUTH; the truth of the
13th amendment is what "Shakespeare" said: "Kill all the lawyers."
• In the original 13th amendment says people may not hold any office in the land or in the polity
and the BAR exam [British Accredited Registry} is just that:, also taking the "Esquire" title of nobility
as part of the same thing.
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Guest: naturopath from Michigan – Kathy Jerore
• Her journey: her daughter at 17 diagnosed with cancer, a tumour was attached to the walls of her heart
• She graduated a year later – 6 months later it returned and there was a bone marrow transplant
• Kathy used the SAS program in late 90s; after the daughter's bone marrow transplant – they used the
program to diagnose what was needed.
• When the daughter left 18 days after the bone marrow operation, the doctors said they had never
had anyone leave the hospital so soon – Kathy knew it had to do with the supplements that
the program had identified for the daughter to take.
• Then there was a fluid build-up which got drained off.
• There was an SAS scanner that Kathy used to do further cleansing and it helped. Also improved the
daughter's mood which had been getting worse – when the liver is toxic, it leads to depression.
• 18 years later, she is now a nurse in the same hospital.
• Kathy went to naturopathic school while her daughter studied nursing.
• Also learned iridology – the daugher's eyes were blue and turned green with orange spots

MR: how are the emotions and the SAS connected?
Kathy: Joe ?? created the system – each of the organs are given a number, according to how radiation
affects it.
Kathyjerore@gmail.com – if people would like to learn about the SAS system, write her and she will send a
code to access the website
To contact Kathy by phone: 248-974-2062 [Eastern time] to find out more about the SAS system
$75 / session; supplements are ususally homoeopathy and Bach Flower Remedies
• SAS means Self-Awareness Formula – the program helps you become aware of what is happening to

you
• There are several programs of acupuncture in the SAS framework that help towards the balance of the

masculine and the feminine
• This program has been around for more than 25 years – MR talks of Joe doing computer things before

computers were very common at all.
MR: when the other Cathy was on: The Promethean Book is MR's favourite book!
Cathy is just finishing another of his books: Amazon is printing it
Kathy: this is a system that helps us find answers – not always about “being sick”
MR: this Kathy is integrating a wide variety of modalities – naturopathic and this program & the mental
emotional connections – once the “hot spot” is found, there are a variety of ways of getting rid of the
old programs!
Kathy: as far as she knows, she is the only one in MI using the program
MR: having this info go out on the phone and the air waves
Write to stargatemarietta@gmail.com if we want help to find someone in our own area to help us
with whatever might be going on with ourselves
Kathy: helps to integrate a number of modalities; helps with pin pointing what might be happening
Hour 3:
T: Might need a treatment from Kathy after hearing what is coming!!
R: Joy Reid, sitting in for laurence O'Donnell, was interviewing the actor Lavar Burton who played Geordi
in Star Trek Next Generation ; hs is the host of Reading Rainbow and has just received $5 Million
to get the program back on PBS
KOS: mentioned that Gen Tommy Franks is very suicidal at the moment: over he murdered 4,000 people
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on the Afghan Massacre, The Convoy of Death – he had the soldiers do the dirty work.
• What else did Beau see? Beau's father was able to write to him, he learned Pashto so he could help

Beau learn the language of the Taliban so he could communicate with the Taliban
• This is a story to help people realize things are happening that do not belong!
• Others were on the Thom Hartmann show – a miltary woman, a Captain, had to get airlifted to Germany
because she was bleeding internally, got sent home for surgery and then was sent back to the field
after 3 months.
• Bleeding started again and was told she was a wimp: get over it. She thought about ending her
own life, 3rd option was to talk to a female chaplin and got a call in to her mother who talked to
others in the end, she was taken home again within 72 hours or she would have died.
People in the military are trained out of thinking that healing is not just physical, it is also mental and
spiritual.
MR: can download the Amazon kindle for free for all of their e-books – a call from a listener
Youtube video “TheHyperdimensional Election of Barack Obama “
Hoagland says directly Malcolm X is his father; his mother went to Hawaii to have him
• This has to do with the larger cosmic story: Hoagland talks of the Dark Rift at the centre of the
Milky Way Galaxy
• Aug 18, 2010 = 2012
• Aug 18, 2012 - 2014
• Aug 18, 2014 = 2016
• AND we have 520 years of missing history related to the black goddess, Mother Sekhmet,
Mother Zudiachus
T: The Secret Place of the Lion explains where the years went and what happened
• The high middle period of Atlantis continued in Egypt after Atlantis sank –
• it brought back the necessary ingredients related to control; : the goddess was erased; the
feminine was diminished; those who would Protest: - Jesuits take an oath to annihilate
protest-ants anywhere.
• They could not get anywhere with the feminine in the way so they wrote Mother out of the books.
• There were 5D people in Egypt but they eventually went lower in dimensional energy
• The loss of the ozone layer around the earth meant the loss of our siddis –
• xenon gas is about $25,000 a tank & can be absolutely vital to help with people with
serious brain injuries.
• T brings up the story of the little girl with encephalitis, told by Kathy Jerore, and how the
SAS system helped – the xenon gas can heal but it cannot be overdone .
• Can't cure things with prosperity alone; prosperity has physical, mental, emotional, spiritual and
cosmic dimensions as well.
• The Photon Belt is a miraculous healing vessel that is constantly being amped up so we can handle more
and more love, and learn more depth about love, and how to work with Divine Love, and the idea of
healing the rending that has occurred on the planet and inside of us, as well.
KOS really said today: this man has to open up a 2nd new Nuremberg Trial and pick up where we left off.
• After WWII, there was a shift into an economic 4th Reich, not a military one, in Europe
Reading: an article published on 2009, May 13 the first time - that was when Scott Brown was in
connecticut when the shift occurred towards the House! Amazing that he even go the ACA in place.
• This is important info: Angelca Merkel will have to tell this story at the International Court of
Justice – she knows exactly what the EU is - Germany's 4th Reich and the rest of Europe is
to bow down!
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2009, May 13

Revealed~ The secret report that shows how the Nazis planned a Fourth
Reich ...in the EU
By Adam Lebor
[SEE BELOW]

T & R comments are important as you read this document.

Closing: MR

INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
Revealed~ The secret report that shows how the Nazis planned a Fourth
Reich ...in the EU
2009, May 13

By Adam Lebor

The paper is aged and fragile, the
typewritten letters slowly fading. But US
Military Intelligence report EW-Pa 128 is
as chilling now as the day it was written
in November 1944.
The document, also known as the Red
House Report, is a detailed account of a
secret meeting at the Maison Rouge
Hotel in Strasbourg on August 10, 1944.
There, Nazi officials ordered an elite
group of German industrialists to plan
for Germany's post-war recovery,
prepare for the Nazis' return to power
and work for a 'strong German empire'.
In other words: the Fourth Reich.
The three-page, closely typed report,
marked 'Secret', copied to British
officials and sent by air pouch to Cordell Hull, the US Secretary of State, detailed how the industrialists
were to work with the Nazi Party to rebuild Germany's economy by sending money through Switzerland.
They would set up a network of secret front companies abroad. They would wait until conditions were right.
And then they would take over Germany again.
The industrialists included representatives of Volkswagen, Krupp and Messerschmitt. Officials from the
Navy and Ministry of Armaments were also at the meeting and, with incredible foresight, they decided
together that the Fourth German Reich, unlike its predecessor, would be an economic rather than a military
empire - but not just German.
The Red House Report, which was unearthed from US intelligence files, was the inspiration for my thriller
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The Budapest Protocol.
The book opens in 1944 as the Red Army advances on the besieged city, then jumps to the present day,
during the election campaign for the first president of Europe. The European Union superstate is revealed
as a front for a sinister conspiracy, one rooted in the last days of the Second World War.
But as I researched and wrote the novel, I realised that some of the Red House Report had become fact.
Nazi Germany did export massive amounts of capital through neutral countries. German businesses did set
up a network of front companies abroad. The German economy did soon recover after 1945.
The Third Reich was defeated militarily, but powerful Nazi-era bankers, industrialists and civil servants,
reborn as democrats, soon prospered in the new West Germany. There they worked for a new cause:
European economic and political integration.
Is it possible that the Fourth Reich those Nazi industrialists foresaw has, in some part at least, come to
pass?
The Red House Report was written by a French spy who was at the meeting in Strasbourg in 1944 - and it
paints an extraordinary picture.
The industrialists gathered at the Maison Rouge Hotel waited expectantly as SS Obergruppenfuhrer Dr
Scheid began the meeting. Scheid held one of the highest ranks in the SS, equivalent to Lieutenant
General. He cut an imposing figure in his tailored grey-green uniform and high, peaked cap with silver
braiding. Guards were posted outside and the room had been searched for microphones.
There was a sharp intake of breath as he began to speak. German industry must realise that the war
cannot be won, he declared. 'It must take steps in preparation for a post-war commercial campaign.' Such
defeatist talk was treasonous - enough to earn a visit to the Gestapo's cellars, followed by a one-way trip to
a concentration camp.
But Scheid had been given special licence to speak the truth – the future of the Reich was at stake. He
ordered the industrialists to 'make contacts and alliances with foreign firms, but this must be done
individually and without attracting any suspicion'.
The industrialists were to borrow substantial sums from foreign countries after the war.
They were especially to exploit the finances of those German firms that had already been used as fronts for
economic penetration abroad, said Scheid, citing the American partners of the steel giant Krupp as well as
Zeiss, Leica and the Hamburg-America Line shipping company.
But as most of the industrialists left the meeting, a handful were beckoned into another smaller gathering,
presided over by Dr Bosse of the Armaments Ministry. There were secrets to be shared with the elite of the
elite.
Bosse explained how, even though the Nazi Party had informed the industrialists that the war was lost,
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resistance against the Allies would continue until a guarantee of German unity could be obtained. He then
laid out the secret three-stage strategy for the Fourth Reich.
In stage one, the industrialists were to 'prepare themselves to finance the Nazi Party, which would be
forced to go underground as a Maquis', using the term for the French resistance.
Stage two would see the government allocating large sums to German industrialists to establish a 'secure
post-war foundation in foreign countries', while 'existing financial reserves must be placed at the disposal of
the party so that a strong German empire can be created after the defeat'.
In stage three, German businesses would set up a 'sleeper' network of agents abroad through front
companies, which were to be covers for military research and intelligence, until the Nazis returned to
power.
'The existence of these is to be known only by very few people in each industry and by chiefs of the Nazi
Party,' Bosse announced.
'Each office will have a liaison agent with the party. As soon as the party becomes strong enough to reestablish its control over Germany, the industrialists will be paid for their effort and co-operation by
concessions and orders.'

Extraordinary revelations: The 1944 Red House Report, detailing 'plans of German industrialists to engage
in underground activity'
The exported funds were to be channelled through two banks in Zurich, or via agencies in Switzerland
which bought property in Switzerland for German concerns, for a five per cent commission.
The Nazis had been covertly sending funds through neutral countries for years.
Swiss banks, in particular the Swiss National Bank, accepted gold looted from the treasuries of Nazioccupied countries. They accepted assets and property titles taken from Jewish businessmen in Germany
and occupied countries, and supplied the foreign currency that the Nazis needed to buy vital war materials.
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Swiss economic collaboration with the Nazis had been closely monitored by Allied intelligence.
The Red House Report's author notes: 'Previously, exports of capital by German industrialists to neutral
countries had to be accomplished rather surreptitiously and by means of special influence.
'Now the Nazi Party stands behind the industrialists and urges them to save themselves by getting funds
outside Germany and at the same time advance the party's plans for its post-war operations.'
The order to export foreign capital was technically illegal in Nazi Germany, but by the summer of 1944 the
law did not matter.
More than two months after D-Day, the Nazis were being squeezed by the Allies from the west and the
Soviets from the east. Hitler had been badly wounded in an assassination attempt. The Nazi leadership
was nervous, fractious and quarrelling.
During the war years the SS had built up a gigantic economic empire, based on plunder and murder, and
they planned to keep it.
A meeting such as that at the Maison Rouge would need the protection of the SS, according to Dr Adam
Tooze of Cambridge University, author of Wages of Destruction: The Making And Breaking Of The Nazi
Economy.
He says: 'By 1944 any discussion of post-war planning was banned. It was extremely dangerous to do that
in public. But the SS was thinking in the long-term. If you are trying to establish a workable coalition after
the war, the only safe place to do it is under the auspices of the apparatus of terror.'
Shrewd SS leaders such as Otto Ohlendorf were already thinking ahead.
As commander of Einsatzgruppe D, which operated on the Eastern Front between 1941 and 1942,
Ohlendorf was responsible for the murder of 90,000 men, women and children.
A highly educated, intelligent lawyer and economist, Ohlendorf showed great concern for the psychological
welfare of his extermination squad's gunmen: he ordered that several of them should fire simultaneously at
their victims, so as to avoid any feelings of personal responsibility.
By the winter of 1943 he was transferred to the Ministry of Economics. Ohlendorf's ostensible job was
focusing on export trade, but his real priority was preserving the SS's massive pan-European economic
empire after Germany's defeat.
Ohlendorf, who was later hanged at Nuremberg, took particular interest in the work of a German economist
called Ludwig Erhard. Erhard had written a lengthy manuscript on the transition to a post-war economy
after Germany's defeat. This was dangerous, especially as his name had been mentioned in connection
with resistance groups.
But Ohlendorf, who was also chief of the SD, the Nazi domestic security service, protected Erhard as he
agreed with his views on stabilising the post-war German economy. Ohlendorf himself was protected by
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Heinrich Himmler, the chief of the SS.
Ohlendorf and Erhard feared a bout of hyper-inflation, such as the one that had destroyed the German
economy in the Twenties. Such a catastrophe would render the SS's economic empire almost worthless.
The two men agreed that the post-war priority was rapid monetary stabilisation through a stable currency
unit, but they realised this would have to be enforced by a friendly occupying power, as no post-war
German state would have enough legitimacy to introduce a currency that would have any value.
That unit would become the Deutschmark, which was introduced in 1948. It was an astonishing success
and it kick-started the German economy. With a stable currency, Germany was once again an attractive
trading partner.
The German industrial conglomerates could rapidly rebuild their economic empires across Europe.
War had been extraordinarily profitable for the German economy. By 1948 - despite six years of conflict,
Allied bombing and post-war reparations payments - the capital stock of assets such as equipment and
buildings was larger than in 1936, thanks mainly to the armaments boom.
Erhard pondered how German industry could expand its reach across the shattered European continent.
The answer was through supranationalism - the voluntary surrender of national sovereignty to an
international body.
Germany and France were the drivers behind the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the
precursor to the European Union. The ECSC was the first supranational organisation, established in April
1951 by six European states. It created a common market for coal and steel which it regulated. This set a
vital precedent for the steady erosion of national sovereignty, a process that continues today.
But before the common market could be set up, the Nazi industrialists had to be pardoned, and Nazi
bankers and officials reintegrated. In 1957, John J. McCloy, the American High Commissioner for Germany,
issued an amnesty for industrialists convicted of war crimes.
The two most powerful Nazi industrialists, Alfried Krupp of Krupp Industries and Friedrich Flick, whose Flick
Group eventually owned a 40 per cent stake in Daimler-Benz, were released from prison after serving
barely three years.
Krupp and Flick had been central figures in the Nazi economy. Their companies used slave labourers like
cattle, to be worked to death.
The Krupp company soon became one of Europe's leading industrial combines.
The Flick Group also quickly built up a new pan-European business empire. Friedrich Flick remained
unrepentant about his wartime record and refused to pay a single Deutschmark in compensation until his
death in July 1972 at the age of 90, when he left a fortune of more than $1billion, the equivalent of
£400million at the time.
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'For many leading industrial figures close to the Nazi regime, Europe became a cover for pursuing German
national interests after the defeat of Hitler,' says historian Dr Michael Pinto-Duschinsky, an adviser to
Jewish former slave labourers.
'The continuity of the economy of Germany and the economies of post-war Europe is striking. Some of the
leading figures in the Nazi economy became leading builders of the European Union.'
Numerous household names had exploited slave and forced labourers including BMW, Siemens and
Volkswagen, which produced munitions and the V1 rocket.
Slave labour was an integral part of the Nazi war machine. Many concentration camps were attached to
dedicated factories where company officials worked hand-in-hand with the SS officers overseeing the
camps.
Like Krupp and Flick, Hermann Abs, post-war Germany's most powerful banker, had prospered in the Third
Reich. Dapper, elegant and diplomatic, Abs joined the board of Deutsche Bank, Germany's biggest bank, in
1937. As the Nazi empire expanded, Deutsche Bank enthusiastically 'Aryanised' Austrian and
Czechoslovak banks that were owned by Jews.
By 1942, Abs held 40 directorships, a quarter of which were in countries occupied by the Nazis. Many of
these Aryanised companies used slave labour and by 1943 Deutsche Bank's wealth had quadrupled.
Abs also sat on the supervisory board of I.G. Farben, as Deutsche Bank's representative. I.G. Farben was one
of Nazi Germany's most powerful companies, formed out of a union of BASF, Bayer, Hoechst and subsidiaries in
the Twenties.
It was so deeply entwined with the SS and the Nazis that it ran its own slave labour camp at Auschwitz, known
as Auschwitz III, where tens of thousands of Jews and other prisoners died producing artificial rubber.
When they could work no longer, or were verbraucht (used up) in the Nazis' chilling term, they were moved to
Birkenau. There they were gassed using Zyklon B, the patent for which was owned by I.G. Farben.
But like all good businessmen, I.G. Farben's bosses hedged their bets.
During the war the company had financed Ludwig Erhard's research. After the war, 24 I.G. Farben executives
were indicted for war crimes over Auschwitz III - but only twelve of the 24 were found guilty and sentenced to
prison terms ranging from one-and-a-half to eight years. I.G. Farben got away with mass murder.
Abs was one of the most important figures in Germany's post-war reconstruction. It was largely thanks to him
that, just as the Red House Report exhorted, a 'strong German empire' was indeed rebuilt, one which formed the
basis of today's European Union.
Abs was put in charge of allocating Marshall Aid - reconstruction funds - to German industry. By 1948 he was
effectively managing Germany's economic recovery.
Crucially, Abs was also a member of the European League for Economic Co-operation, an elite intellectual
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pressure group set up in 1946. The league was dedicated to the establishment of a common market, the
precursor of the European Union.
Its members included industrialists and financiers and it developed policies that are strikingly familiar today - on
monetary integration and common transport, energy and welfare systems.
When Konrad Adenauer, the first Chancellor of West Germany, took power in 1949, Abs was his most important
financial adviser.
Behind the scenes Abs was working hard for Deutsche Bank to be allowed to reconstitute itself after
decentralisation. In 1957 he succeeded and he returned to his former employer.
That same year the six members of the ECSC signed the Treaty of Rome, which set up the European Economic
Community. The treaty further liberalised trade and established increasingly powerful supranational institutions
including the European Parliament and European Commission.
Like Abs, Ludwig Erhard flourished in post-war Germany. Adenauer made Erhard Germany's first post-war
economics minister. In 1963 Erhard succeeded Adenauer as Chancellor for three years.
But the German economic miracle – so vital to the idea of a new Europe - was built on mass murder. The
number of slave and forced labourers who died while employed by German companies in the Nazi era was
2,700,000.
Some sporadic compensation payments were made but German industry agreed a conclusive, global settlement
only in 2000, with a £3billion compensation fund. There was no admission of legal liability and the individual
compensation was paltry.
A slave labourer would receive 15,000 Deutschmarks (about £5,000), a forced labourer 5,000 (about £1,600).
Any claimant accepting the deal had to undertake not to launch any further legal action.
To put this sum of money into perspective, in 2001 Volkswagen alone made profits of £1.8billion.
Next month, 27 European Union member states vote in the biggest transnational election in history. Europe now
enjoys peace and stability. Germany is a democracy, once again home to a substantial Jewish community. The
Holocaust is seared into national memory.
But the Red House Report is a bridge from a sunny present to a dark past. Joseph Goebbels, Hitler's
propaganda chief, once said: 'In 50 years' time nobody will think of nation states.'
For now, the nation state endures. But these three typewritten pages are a reminder that today's drive towards a
European federal state is inexorably tangled up with the plans of the SS and German industrialists for a Fourth
Reich - an economic rather than military imperium.
• The Budapest Protocol, Adam LeBor's thriller inspired by the Red House Report, is published by Reportage
Press.
http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=26766
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